
Understanding C++’s standard library: templates

Templates are, like macros, a tool that uses the power of source code rewriting (sometimes just styled
“text rewriting”) to e�ect another type of reusable code.

This sort of rewriting has long had a honored place in various assembly languages; for instance, you
can find on the class home page a Sudoku nasm verifier that uses macros to express most of the logic
of the program.

Templates are a bit more aware of their environment than that level of text rewriting, and indeed,
C++’s templates have some unusual provisions that allow one to “specialize” sections of the code to
be rewritten. That’s because, unlike a macro, template rewriting is accomplished by the compiler.
Macro rewriting in C is done in “preprocessing”, like the text inclusion accomplished by the directive
“#include”.

So, when you write something like

1 #include <vector>
2
3 int main()
4 {
5 vector<int> v1(10);
6 }

you are asking the compiler to “instantiate” the code necessary from taking the template “vector” to
create a container for ints.

You can also alias such with the older typedef syntax or the newer using:

1 #include <list>
2
3 using list_of_int = list<std::int>;
4
5 int main()
6 {
7 list_of_int v1;
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8 }

TBD 2



Understanding range syntax

One of the nicer features of C++11 is “range” syntax. It allows you to succinctly express iteration without
having to expose underlying iterators; while this doesn’t allow you full expressivity with regard to all of
the things that you can do with iterators, it is far more common to write code that does not need such
expressivity. For example:

1 #include <list>
2 std::list<int> sl = {2,3,5,7,11,13,17,19};
3
4 int main()
5 {
6 for(auto x : sl)
7 {
8 std::cout << "\t" << x << endl;
9 }
10 for(auto &x : sl)
11 {
12 x++;
13 }
14 }
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Understanding C++’s i/o: sstream

Sometimes it is very convenient, when using C++’s “standard” i/o mechanisms to take recourse to a
stringstream to work on partially decomposed data.

1 #include <sstream>
2
3 int main()
4 {
5 std::stringstream s;
6
7 s << "Some data goes here";
8 s << " ... some more data";
9 s << " ... and more data";
10
11 string s0 = s.str(); // copy everything back to a string
12
13 std::cout << s0 << endl;
14 }
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Debugging

The traditional way to debug code is via gdb; I have an introduction to this at

http://www.cs.fsu.edu/~langley/COP4342/2019-Spring/Lectures/16-source-debugging.html

To search for memory leaks (which has proved to quite problematic over the years with allocators like
malloc and new), you can use valgrind. (There is also an older library called “electric fence”, which
you can link, typically with something like -lefence.)

Recently, both gcc and clang have started adding “sanitizers” directly into the compiler. The clang
reference can be found here. If you add -fsanitize=address to your compilation, for instance, clang will
add a run-time check for memory misuse.
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https://releases.llvm.org/7.0.0/tools/clang/docs/UsersManual.html
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